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Sustainable solutions from recycled plastics
Do you prefer safe and reliable material that does not require maintenance? In that case you need not look any further.
Ever since 1975 Lankhorst Recycling Products have been supplying innovative products that are made from recycled
plastics and that fit into a green and sustainable environment. As well as plastic poles and planks we also produce
complete landing stages, pilings, picnic sets and bridges. We offer custom-made sustainable solutions in recycled
plastic.
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What are our priorities?
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Sustainability
Safety, environment, product quality and
quality for people. Our goal is to constantly
improve our organisation and services
according to the principle of sustainable
enterprise.
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ISO 9001: 2008 (Quality)
OHSAS:18001:2007 (Labour conditions)
ISO 14001: 2004 (Environment)

In our organisation ‘People, Profit and
Planet’ are in balance with each other.
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Durable and environmentally friendly

KLP® and its strengths



Sustainable and maintenance free
KLP® material is very strong, it does not rot and will last decades. KLP® can simply be cleaned and does

not require painting. These issues will become more and more important when it comes to ‘Sustainable
Procurement’ and ‘Total Cost of Ownership’. As the material will last over 40 years and requires almost zero



maintenance, you will see significant reductions in life costs after using KLP®.

Safe and environmentally friendly
As KLP® products are made from recycled materials, waste streams such as bottle caps, crates and

agricultural film can be turned into bridges or landing stages with a long life. KLP® is not impregnated
and will therefore not exude toxic substances into the environment, all of which contributes positively to a
cleaner environment. Furthermore KLP® material is extremely safe, it does not splinter and - especially in
wet weather conditions - anti slip properties can be up to twice as high as wood. We produce decking that



is not slippery and will not splinter so you can walk barefoot without any concerns.

Charming plastics
KLP® material has the charm of and processability similar to that of wood. KLP® can easily be sawn, drilled,
planed and screwed. And after years of sunshine, rain and frost KLP® will still look as new as it is UV, water
and weather resistant.

Durable and environmentally friendly
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References

KLP® Landing stages
(Stevensweert, NL).

KLP® Walkway
(Hengelo, NL).

KLP® Sheet piling
(Recreatie Midden Nederland).

Reasons to choose KLP®:
■

Environmentally friendly

■

Easy to process

■

Sustainable, durable

■

Easy to clean

■

UV, water and weather resistant

■

No rotting, no splintering

■

Maintenance free

■

Recyclable
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